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Abstract: The fraction of land area over the Continental United States experiencing extreme
hot and dry conditions has been increasing over the past several decades, consistent with
expectation from anthropogenic climate change. A clear concurrent change in precipitation,
however, has not been confirmed. Vapor pressure deficit (VPD), combining temperature and
humidity, is utilized here as an indicator of the background atmospheric conditions
associated with meteorological drought. Furthermore, atmospheric conditions associated
with warm season drought events are assessed by partitioning associated VPD anomalies
into the temperature and humidity components. This approach suggests that the concurrence
of anomalously high temperature and low humidity was an important driver of the rapid
development and evolution of the exceptionally severe 2011 Texas and the 2012 Great Plains
droughts. By classification of a decade of extreme drought events and tracking them back in
time, it was found that near surface atmospheric temperature and humidity add essential
information to the commonly used precipitation-based drought indicators and can advance
efforts to determine the timing of drought onset and its severity.
Keywords: drought; temperature; water vapor; humidity
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1. Introduction
Drought is a multifaceted climate phenomenon, often occurring at large spatial and temporal scales. In
some notable cases, droughts can span multiple years and extend to continental spatial scales. Additionally,
drought is associated with numerous severe societal impacts ranging from reduced water availability for
human consumption to agricultural failure and famine. Furthermore, drought is often associated with other
extreme weather and climate events, such as heatwaves and extreme temperatures [1–3], and is impacted by
their changes [4]. As a result, drought is among the costliest of natural disasters [5,6]. Because of
associated high societal costs, advanced forecasting of drought and associated extreme events can
provide valuable information to aid in preparation [7]. One challenge to systematically improving
forecasts is that drought onset, severity, duration, and areal extent may vary from one climate regime to
another, requiring regional analysis of indicators used to determine drought occurrence and severity.
Drought, by definition, is simply a water deficit; however, the time scale over which water deficits
accumulate can determine the type and impacts of drought. Drought indices must be associated with a
specific time scale, as the response of hydrological systems to water deficit is time dependent [8–10].
Droughts are often categorized into meteorological, agricultural, or hydrological drought, and
socio-economic impacts of each category may be realized at different space and time scales during the
evolution of the event [11,12]. Meteorological drought is primarily characterized by a lack of
precipitation over a prolonged time period, agricultural drought is primarily related to soil moisture and
plant stress, and hydrological drought is often the result of extended precipitation shortfalls that impact
the water supply (e.g., reservoirs, streamflow, and groundwater). Because meteorological drought
typically precedes other types of drought, the multiscale feature of precipitation has formed the basis for
the development of the standard precipitation index (SPI), which depends solely on precipitation [13],
and has been widely used for drought monitoring and prediction [14–18]. To compute the SPI, the
precipitation record for a given accumulation period is fitted to a probability distribution, which is then
transformed into a normal distribution to determine the SPI value. SPI can thus be compared spatially
and temporally across regions with markedly different climates. Positive SPI values correspond to wetter
and negative to drier conditions in relation to the climatological mean.
While the multiscale feature of SPI is desirable, the index does not incorporate the role of temperature
in future drought evolution. Using a general circulation model experiment, Abramopoulos et al. [19]
showed that up to 80% of rainfall at the surface can be lost through evaporation and transpiration,
illustrating the marked effects that temperature can have on drought severity. Because air temperature
determines the atmospheric capacity for water vapor and thus significantly influences evapotranspiration
(ET), it is important to consider both temperature and precipitation for drought monitoring [20–23] and
prediction [17]. This also has substantial implications for future drought as global temperatures continue
to rise. To address this, the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) and the standardized precipitation
evapotranspiration index (SPEI; [24]) both account for temperature and precipitation and are thus more
desirable than SPI for assessing and predicting drought in a warming climate [24,25].
The majority of studies focusing on drought rely on relatively simple measures to analyze temporary
water deficit anomalies. However, it is also important to account for the background atmospheric
humidity and temperature, as it relates to drought onset and development [11]. Recent studies show an
overall drying trend on land coincident with and thermodynamically consistent with observed global
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warming [26–31]. Because of the limited availability of water for evaporation over land compared to the
ocean, land surfaces warm about 50% more than ocean surfaces [29] and water vapor content cannot
increase sufficiently fast to overcome this deficit. Therefore, further drying over land is expected as the
climate continues to warm [32], resulting in a growing difference between actual and saturation water
vapor concentrations. Consequently, the vapor pressure deficit (VPD), which also controls
evapotranspiration demand, would increase much faster by percentage than changes in other
hydrological variables such as precipitation [32,33]. In this case, even regions that may receive more
rain in the future could experience an overall increase in water deficit [34].
Relative humidity (RH), defined as the actual water vapor partial pressure (e) divided by saturated
water vapor pressure (es), can be used to assess atmospheric aridity. Another alternative is VPD, defined
as the differences between es and e (es-e), providing an absolute measure of the ability of the atmosphere
to wick moisture from the land surface and vegetation. Seager et al. [35] showed that at very low
temperatures a given RH will correspond to a very small VPD while at high temperatures the same RH
will correspond to a very high VPD, so a combination of low RH and high temperature makes VPD a
robust measure for identifying high fire danger conditions. Williams et al. [36] show that VPD can explain
more variance than precipitation in linking climate and forest fire occurrence and Lobell et al. [37] found
that VPD is a robust variable to assess the sensitivity of crop yield to drought.
In the present work, the impact of key atmospheric state variables (temperature and moisture) in the
development of drought is investigated over the Continental United States (CONUS) through long-term
assessment and case studies. This analysis employs VPD and also dissects it into temperature and
humidity components to further assess the role of the components in the formation and intensification of
the events and to show the impact of ignoring temperature and humidity in the drought assessment.
The data used in this study are described in Section 2. Results and concluding remarks are provided in
Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
2. Data and Methodology
2.1. Data
2.1.1. PRISM
Gridded observations of near-surface air temperature, dewpoint temperature, and precipitation are
obtained from the Parameter-elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM) dataset [38,39]
developed by the PRISM Climate Group at Oregon State University. PRISM data are high quality
meteorological station observations interpolated to a 4-km grid using a human expert and statistical
knowledge-based system that utilizes a digital elevation model [39] (http://www.prism.oregonstate.edu).
The PRISM data employed in this study have a monthly temporal resolution and are available starting
at 1895 over the CONUS. For this analysis, we only use data from 1900 onward.
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2.1.2. U.S. Drought Monitor (USDM)
The U.S. Drought Monitor (USDM; http://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/) is a composite product including
climate indices, numerical models, and inputs from regional and local experts [40]. While the USDM
drought maps may not be considered as ground “truth”, they can provide a composite perspective of
drought from onset (typically first identified via meteorological drought indices) to recovery. USDM
drought maps have been used in a variety of studies [40,41] and provide five categories of drought
severity: D0 (abnormally dry), D1 (moderate drought), D2 (severe drought), D3 (extreme drought), and
D4 (exceptional drought). The five drought categories are provided every week at sub-kilometer grids
and approximately correspond to the following thresholds of the SPI: −0.5 to −0.7 (D0), −0.8 to −1.2
(D1), −1.3 to −1.5 (D2), −1.6 to −1.9 (D3), and −2.0 or less (D4). In the present work both datasets are
mapped onto a common 0.1 × 0.1-degree resolution at monthly time scales prior to analysis.
2.2. Method
The impact of atmospheric temperature and moisture on drought development and implications for
monitoring are investigated. This is performed through a combination of case studies and analyses of an
ensemble of extreme drought events as described in Section 3. We calculated 3-month SPI (SPI3),
3-month SPEI (SPEI3), and VPD (hereafter referred as SVPD3). The standardization approach is
described in Section 2.2.2. It should be noted that shorter time scales tend to have nonnormal
precipitation frequency distributions in arid climates [42] and, due to hydrologic delays in snow
pack-forming regions, linking short term accumulation of precipitation indices to drought may not be
reasonable [43]. Similar to Vicente-Serrano et al. [12], potential evapotranspiration is calculated using
the Thornthwaite method [44] requiring surface air temperature. Both SPI and SPEI are obtained by
transforming the cumulative probability of the precipitation and precipitation minus evapotranspiration
using the inverse of the standard normal distribution and by incorporating the entire record (1900–2013).
VPD is calculated using monthly surface air temperature (Tmean in °C) and dewpoint temperature
(Tdmean in °C) and the following equation:
VPD = 𝑐1 × exp (

𝑐2 × 𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛
𝑐2 × 𝑇𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛
)
) + 𝑐1 exp(
𝑐3 + 𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛
𝑐3 + 𝑇𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛

(1)

Here, c1 = 0.611 kPa, c2 = 17.5, c3 = 240.978 °C and VPD is in kPa. Weiss et al. [45] examined the
monthly versus daily calculations of VPD, and found that monthly mean VPD values based on monthly
mean temperature and dew point is reliably consistent with monthly mean VPD calculated from daily
VPD values. A similar conclusion was reported by Seager et al. [35].
2.2.1. Dissection of VPD Associated with Drought Events
In order to better understand the relative contribution of temperature and humidity to VPD in a given
drought event, a method similar to that used by Weiss et al. [46] is implemented for each drought event.
Calculating VPD from Equation (1) using Tmean of a drought event, together with climatological
Tdmean (i.e., calculated from the entire record), shows the contribution of temperature to the VPD during
the event. Similarly, if climatological Tmean is used together with Tdmean of a drought event, the
contribution of the atmospheric moisture (captured by Tdmean) to the event’s evapotranspiration
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demand is obtained. In this study the dissection approach is applied to two case studies, using the entire
data record for climatological means, to assess the relative contribution of temperature and moisture to
VPD and how they change with time as drought develops. A simple k-means classification is then applied
to the contributing moisture and temperature components to identify different atmospheric states under
which drought develops. We demonstrate that understanding atmospheric conditions is important for
assessing the efficacy of different drought indices in the monitoring and prediction of regional droughts.
2.2.2. Calculation of Standardized Indices
To compare VPD to other commonly used drought indicators, we also compute standardized indices
of precipitation, precipitation minus evapotranspiration, and temperature. The standardization allows
for comparisons between different locations with different climates [13] and at various timescales.
In previous studies, standardization has also been applied to other variables such as soil moisture, runoff,
and precipitation minus evapotranspiration [12,43] facilitating inter-comparison of different drought
indices. In the SPI, the gamma distribution is often used to calculate the cumulative probability
distribution of precipitation, followed by transformation using the inverse of the standard normal
distribution [13]. Empirical cumulative probability distributions, such as the Weibull plotting position
formula, have also been used to estimate the SPI or soil moisture percentiles [47–49]. The use of
empirical cumulative probability distributions helps avoid assumptions regarding the distribution family,
reduce computational burden in fitting parametric distributions, and facilitates calculating standardized
indices for various variables. Here, an empirical approach is used to derive the marginal probability [50]
using the following univariate form of the Gringorten plotting position formula [51]:
P(x𝑖 ) =

𝑖 − 0.44
𝑛 + 0.12

(2)

where i is the rank of the observed values from the smallest, and n is the number of the observations.
Comparative analysis using SPI shows that the SPI calculated from a gamma distribution and that based
on Equation (2) yield almost identical results. Therefore, for comparative analysis, the empirical
approach is applied to different variables investigated in this study.
3. Results
3.1. CONUS Drought Probability
Figure 1a–d shows seasonal maps of the probability of severe drought calculated from 11 years
(2003–2013) as defined by months exceeding category D2 of the USDM. The USDM based drought
probability maps suggest that severe droughts are most frequent over western CONUS, and that the
probability of drought is generally higher in summer than other seasons. Severe drought probability
maps are also constructed based on SPI3 (panels e–h) and SPEI3 (panels i–l) and by applying the
threshold −1.25, corresponding to USDM drought category 2 as noted in the USDM classification
table (http://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/AboutUs/ClassificationScheme.aspx). Both SPI3 and SPEI3 are
calculated using the entire-year record (1900–2013), but the probability maps are calculated using a
subset of the record (the same 11 years utilized in the USDM probability maps). Drought probability
maps based on SPI3 and SPEI3 also show that recent severe droughts are generally more frequent in the
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western and southwestern CONUS, but with a lower frequency than those identified by USDM. This is
likely because, in addition to meteorological drought, USDM accounts for agricultural and hydrological
droughts that can occur consecutively. Thus, USDM drought maps are more persistent than those based
on only meteorological droughts. SPI and SPEI are typically used to monitor meteorological drought,
the onset of which can often be captured earlier than other drought types.

Figure 1. Seasonal maps of probability of severe drought identified based on (a–d) USDM
drought categories equal or greater than 2, (e–h) SPI3 < −1.25, (i–l) SPEI3 < −1.25, and
(m–p) SVPD3 > 1.25. Columns, from left to right, the seasons are winter (DJF), spring
(MAM), summer (JJA), and fall (SON). The probabilities are calculated using the latest 11
years (2003–2013), but for calculation of standardized indices the entire record (1900–2013)
is used.
SPEI3 maps (Figure 1i–l) indicate that severe drought is most frequent in summer and fall and most
often observed over the Southwestern U.S. However, little discernable seasonal variation is observed in
drought probability maps based on SPI3 (Figure 1e–h). Furthermore, SPI3 and SPIE3 maps are generally
similar for winter while largely different in summer, especially over the western and Southwest U.S.
This is likely because the atmosphere is often hotter and drier during summer compared with the rest of
the year, resulting in much higher evapotranspiration demand; however this effect is not included in the
SPI3 calculation. The seasonal variation of VPD, representing atmospheric temperature and moisture
states, can be seen in Figure 1m–p. Note that, consistent with other variables, SVPD3 is identified as
severe if it is more than 1.25 standardized departures above normal.
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The remainder of the study focuses primarily on late spring and summer when the onset of
meteorological drought often occurs. Furthermore, the impact of temperature and humidity is most
evident on the development of drought during these warmest months.
Figure 2 shows long-term time series of the percent area of the CONUS in which SPI3 < −1.25
(Figure 2a), SPEI3 < −1.25 (Figure 2b), SVPD3 > 1.25 (Figure 2c), and 3-month standardized surface
air temperature is more than 1.25 standardized departures above normal (Figure 2d). The time series
include only the summer months of June, July, and August. SPEI3 (Figure 2b) shows an overall
increase in severe drought area in recent decades (especially after 2000). This coincides with observed
in VPD and temperature increases (Figure 2c,d). However, the time series of percent area of drought
based on SPI3 (Figure 2a) does not show any systematic increase over the same period. SPI3 is based
solely on precipitation, suggesting that in a warming climate it is critical to include atmospheric
temperature in drought indices and analyses. In other words, warmer temperatures can increase
evaporative demand sufficiently to enhance drought conditions, even under the scenario of constant or
increasing precipitation.

Figure 2. Time series of percent area of CONUS in which (a) SPI3 < −1.25;
(b) SPEI3 < −1.25; (c) SVPD3 > 1.25; and (d) 3-month standardized surface air temperature
is more than 1.25 standardized departure above normal. The entire record is utilized in the
calculation of the standardized indices. After applying a 3 month running average the time
series of summer months are plotted.
3.2. 2011 Texas Drought
High VPD anomalies can be caused by warm temperature anomalies, below normal humidity, or a
combination of both. In the case that temperature is anomalously high and humidity is anomalously low,
the VPD is particularly high. Figure 3 shows the development of the 2011 Texas. The drought onset,
severity, extent, and the overall development pattern from March through July are generally consistent
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among USDM and the other indicators. Figure 3, however, shows that there are some discernable
differences among the indicators. For example, in April both SPI3 and SPEI3 suggest an exceptional
drought in the southernmost part of Texas, while the SVPD3 suggests that the most extreme
evapotranspiration demand occurs over the Big Bend region. While USDM only shows small areas of
exceptional drought in April, it shows a large coherent area of exceptional drought in May where a large
water deficit and anomalously high evapotranspiration demand is identified a month earlier by SPI,
SPEI, and especially SVPD3. By June all indicators suggest that almost the entire state of Texas is in
exceptional drought. Note that the drought areas identified by USDM and SVPD3 are slightly larger than
those identified by SPEI3 and especially SPI3.

Figure 3. Development of 2011 Texas drought based on USDM, SPI3, SPEI3, and SVPD3
plotted from left to right, respectively. From top to bottom the maps correspond to
(a–d) March, (e–h) April, (i–l) May, (m–p) June, and (q–t) July of 2011. For SPI3 and
SPEI3 the signs are flipped to facilitate the comparison.
Figure 4 further investigates the development of the 2011 Texas drought by dissecting (see Section 2.2.1)
the environment VPD anomaly (non-standardized), into its contributing atmospheric temperature and
humidity components, and Tmean and Tdmean anomalies. Anomalies are calculated for each month
using a 3-month running average (composed of the indicated month and the prior 2 months) relative to
the corresponding climatology derived from the entire dataset. In March, the evapotranspiration demand
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shows positive VPD anomaly in Western and Northwestern Texas and most of New Mexico (Figure 4a).
By dissecting the VPD anomaly into the contributing temperature and moisture components, it can be
seen that mainly lower than normal moisture (Figure 4c,e) contributes to the observed positive VPD
anomaly in March, while the temperature contribution is minimal (Figure 4b,d). In April, a region with
high VPD anomaly is evident in Western Texas and Southeastern New Mexico (Figure 4f), which is due
to the combined effect of anomalously warm temperatures and anomalously low humidity. As the
atmosphere gets warmer and drier the VPD anomaly is enhanced both in coverage and intensity and
eventually coincides well with the observed severe drought areas indicated by the drought indices and
USDM in Figure 3.

Figure 4. Development of 2011 Texas and southern US drought and the contribution of
temperature and humidity in forming high evapotranspiration demand inferred by VPD.
From left to right columns represent 3 month (a) VPD anomaly (kPa); (b) temperature
contribution to evapotranspiration demand; (c) humidity contribution to 2011
evapotranspirational demand; (d) Tmean anomaly; and (e) Tdmean anomaly. Similar to
Figure 3, the maps correspond to (a–e) March, (f–j) April, (k–o) May, (p–t) June, and (u–y)
July of 2011. Anomalies are calculated based on 3-month average (of a given month and
prior 2 months) relative to the corresponding climatology derived from the entire dataset.
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It should be noted that, from May to July of 2011, a dry anomaly is observed mainly over western
CONUS while warm anomalies are noticeable in the east and southeast regions. The dry and warm
anomalies coincide over Texas and amplify the evapotranspiration demand, indicated by very high VPD
anomalies exceeding 0.5 kPa (SVPD3 > 2 in Figure 3). Note that the area of extremely high VPD
anomaly in July (Figure 4u) is more extensive than the area of extremely low precipitation (Figure 3r).
The spatial extent of extreme drought based on SPEI3 appears to fall between that of SPI3 and SVPD3
(Figure 3r–t), as SPEI responds to the higher evapotranspiration demand due to the drier and warmer
than normal background state.
3.3. 2012 Midwest Drought
While all indicators shown in Figure 4 are consistent in capturing the extent and severity of the 2011
Texas drought, this is not the case for the widespread 2012 Midwest US drought. Figure 5 shows the
development of the 2012 drought based on USDM, SPI3, SPEI3, and SVPD3 for May, June, July,
and August of 2012. Within this period, drought started to develop during May and rapidly reached
peak intensity by August. In May the SPI3 and SPEI3 show that 3-month precipitation and precipitation
minus evapotranspiration are more than two standardized departures below normal, mainly in the Central
Rockies and High Plains, and in portions of the Great Lakes and Mississippi Valley (Figure 5b,c). In
June and July, drought areas expanded in both coverage and intensity and by August all indicators, as
well as USDM show extensive regions of exceptional drought over the central Great Plains, ranking the
event as one of the most severe summertime droughts over the central Great Plains in the last one hundred
years. As discussed by Hoerling et al. [52], and references therein, this event was a “flash drought” and
its immediate cause was predominantly meteorological. The event was poorly predicted by numerical
forecast models, partly due to a lack of strong leading indicators in Pacific Ocean sea surface
temperatures [52]. This drought caused major reductions in crop yield, related primarily to water and
heat stress. Because SPI3, SPEI3, and SVPD3 all show rapid responses to meteorological conditions,
these quantities suggest the development of an exceptional drought before such conditions are apparent
in the USDM. Interestingly, SVPD3 in Figure 5 shows extensive regions of exceptionally high VPD
(e.g., more than two standardized departures above normal) over the West and Midwest as early as May
of 2012, earlier than the other indices. The extensive region of high VPD anomalies was due to a
sequence of monthly anomaly patterns in large-scale circulation, such as anticyclonic anomalies at 500
hPa that inhibited precipitation and promoted surface heating through insolation [52].
Unlike the 2011 Texas drought, the location of the exceptionally high SVPD3 in Figure 5 did not
fully coincide with the most intense drought regions identified by the other indicators. For example,
in May and June of 2012, SVPD3 placed vast areas over the Rocky Mountains and the southwestern US
into an exceptionally high VPD (SVPD3 > 2), while SPI3, SPEI3, and USDM showed only about one
standardized departure above normal. Had a larger precipitation deficit coincided with the exceptionally
high VPD over the Rockies and Southwestern U.S., or the exceptionally high VPD persisted in the
Eastern Great Plains, the exceptional drought could be even more severe, more extensive, and developed
more rapidly. It should be noted that, besides capturing the background atmospheric state, the VPD
anomaly itself is more effective than other drought indicators to predict crop water stress as simulated
by a crop model [37]. The development of the 2012 drought coincided with the time for warm season
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crop sowing in the central US and thus any early warning of future water stress on crops could have been
valuable for timely planning and decision making.

Figure 5. Development of 2012 Midwest US drought based on USDM, SPI3, SPEI3,
and SVPD3 from left to right, respectively. From top to bottom the maps correspond to
(a–d) May, (e–h) June, (i–l) July, and (m–p) August of 2012. For SPI3 and SPEI3 the signs
are flipped to facilitate the comparison.
Figure 6 further investigates the development of the 2012 Midwest US drought by dissecting (see
Section 2.2.1) the VPD anomalies into the contributing atmospheric temperature and humidity
components and Tmean and Tdmean anomalies. Similar to Figure 4 the anomalies are calculated for
each month using 3-month running average. Similar to Figure 5, the maps correspond to May, June,
July, and August of 2012. Figure 6 (1st column) shows that both intensity and coverage of an
anomalously high VPD (i.e., VPD anomaly greater than 0.5 kPa) rapidly increased from May to August.
This means that in addition to the growing water deficit from May to August seen in Figure 5, more
water evaporated from the surface than under mean climatic conditions. By dissecting the VPD anomaly
into the temperature and humidity components, the development of the background evapotranspiration
demand can be better assessed. In May, air temperature in the eastern and central US (and, thus, the
contribution of temperature to VPD anomaly there) was extremely high (Figure 6b,d) due to presence of
a high-pressure system over the northeast CONUS. However, the atmosphere was anomalously moist in
the East and drier than average in the West (Figure 6e). Therefore, the higher than normal VPD in the
east was caused by the temperature contribution while both temperature and humidity contributed to the
high VPD anomaly in the west.
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Figure 6. Development of 2012 Midwest US drought and the contribution of temperature
and humidity in forming high evapotranspiration demand inferred by VPD. From left to
right columns represent 3 month (a) VPD anomaly (kPa); (b) temperature contribution to
evapotranspiration demand; (c) humidity contribution to 2012 evapotranspirational demand;
(d) Tmean anomaly; and (e) Tdmean anomaly. Similar to Figure 3, the maps correspond to
(a–e) May, (f–j) June, (k–o) July, and (p–t) August of 2011. Anomalies are calculated based
on 3-month averages (of a given month and prior 2 months) relative to the corresponding
climatology derived from the entire dataset.
As shown in Figure 6, nearly the entire CONUS was anomalously warm during June to August.
From June to August the anomalously dry regions in the West expanded eastward and by August more
than 60% of the CONUS had an anomalously dry atmosphere (Figure 6, second and fourth columns
from left). Clearly, the rapid development and expansion of VPD anomalies in July was due to the
combined contribution of anomalously high temperature and low moisture in the western and central US
and solely caused by anomalous temperature in the eastern most part of the CONUS. The high VPD
anomaly further expanded in August as the drier than normal atmosphere expanded to the east.
The anomalously warm and dry background conditions preceding this drought suggest that
indicators based on deficits in precipitation alone do not provide sufficient information for drought
monitoring and prediction. An index based solely on precipitation is not sensitive enough to fully capture
water stress at any given time. It should be noted that drought areas based on SPEI3 are generally larger
and more intense than those obtained from SPI3 (Figure 5). However, calculation of SPEI3, following
Vicente-Serrano et al. [12], is based on the Thornthwaite equation, which only requires temperature data.
Had we used more complex methods, such as Penman-Monteith, requiring several other variables
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including humidity, wind speed, and net radiation, the SPEI drought maps may show a more realistic
area of net surface water deficit.
3.4. Development of Extreme Drought over the CONUS under Different Atmospheric Temperature and
Humidity Background
Knowing that the background state of atmospheric temperature and humidity can significantly
influence the level of water stress at the surface, it is reasonable to compare the performance of different
drought indices conditioned on the atmospheric state. By investigating how drought indices evolve in
different classes of atmospheric states, the effort can help improve prediction skills for both early
detection of drought onset and its severity. Here we demonstrate the importance of such information
using SPI3 and SPEI3. However the analysis could also be applied to other indices.
First, extreme droughts are identified using the USDM data dating back to 2000. Only droughts
identified as D3 or D4 and occurring between May and September are considered. Next, the fraction of
grid cells where anomalies in temperature contributes positively to the VPD, and the fraction where
moisture contributes positively to the VPD are calculated, concurrent with the drought event (t0). The two
fractions are referred to as FCT and FCM respectively. FCM and FCT are calculated for each extreme
drought event and plotted in Figure 7. Using k-means clustering [53–55] the fractions are grouped into
four categories based on their FCT and FCM values. The asterisks in Figure 7 are color coded according
to cluster assignment and the black dots represent the cluster centers. Each drought event at time t0 is
assigned to one of the four clusters (shown Figure 7) and the time series of the domain average of SPI3
and SPEI3 for all four clusters from five months prior (t-5) to t0 are plotted in Figure 8.

Figure 7. Fraction of positively contributing temperature (FCT; X-axis) and the fraction of
positively contributing moisture (FCM; Y-axis) to VPD under extreme and exceptional
drought categories (USDM D3 and D4). The Kmeans clustering method is used for
classifying the fractions into four groups shown in different colors. The black dots show the
centroid of each of the four clusters.
In group 1 (Figure 7), both temperature and humidity contribute significantly to evapotranspiration
demand (e.g., FCM > 0.7 and FCT > 0.7 in Figure 8a). Given the extensive hot and dry conditions,
both SPI3 and SPEI3 show severe drought (e.g., standardized index less than −1.2) as far as five months
before the USDM reaches or exceeds Category D3. Moving towards to drought becomes more severe as
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suggested by USDM (Figure 8i), but only SPEI3 appears to capture the increase in severity of drought
conditions while SPI3 stays constant or increases toward zero (Figure 8e). This suggests that for group
1, precipitation alone is not sufficient to fully capture drought development. For group 2, which features
an environment with temperature contributing much more extensively (e.g., FCT > 0.8) than humidity
to VPD (Figures 7 and 8b), SPEI3 suggests a more severe drought than SPI3 (Figure 8f) at each time
step. So, for a given deviation from normal (shown on the Y-axis) SPEI3 captures the deviation (or the
severity of drought) about a month earlier than SPI3. For group 3 (Figures 7 and 8c), in which
temperature shows a greater contribution than humidity to VPD (but not as much as that in group 2),
SPI3 and SPEI3 are nearly identical throughout the five-month period. Unlike the other three groups,
moisture contributes more than temperature to evapotranspiration demand for group 4 (Figures 7 and 8d).
Figure 8h shows that in this group SPI3 captures severe drought conditions earlier than SPEI3. Further
examination shows that group 4 occurs more frequently during cold season and near coastal regions
suggesting that in such conditions SPI can be more effective than SPEI for early detection of drought.
The above analysis confirms that monitoring the background state of atmospheric temperature and
humidity can more efficiently capture the timing and intensity of drought than precipitation alone.

Figure 8. The cluster averages of the time series plotted separately for each group identified
in Figure 7. From left to light the columns represent groups 1 to 4, respectively. The top row
(a–d) shows the fraction of positively contributing temperature (FCT) and moisture (FCM)
to VPD, the middle row (e–h) shows the standardized indices (here, SPI3 and SPEI3) as
drought reaches an extreme or exceptional USDM categories at time step 0 (to in text), and
the bottom row (i–l) represents USDM drought category.
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4. Concluding Remarks
The combined effects of atmospheric temperature and moisture in the development of warm season
drought is examined in more than a century of high-resolution PRISM temperature, dewpoint
temperature, and precipitation data, and a decade of U.S. Drought Monitor (USDM) data over the
CONUS. The analysis of the historical data shows that the fraction of CONUS area experiencing
extremely high temperature and evapotranspiration demand has been increasing during last few decades,
while a similar feature has not been observed for precipitation. This implies that aridity over land can
increase even if precipitation remains the same or increases, as a warmer climate will increase
evaporative demand through hotter or drier atmospheric states. Vapor pressure deficit (VPD) is identified
as a robust index to determine the background atmospheric state, in relation to temperature and humidity,
and evapotranspiration demand. VPD anomalies are partitioned into atmospheric temperature and
moisture components to better assess different drought events. The partitioning of VPD is performed by
replacing one variable at a time with its climatological mean in the VPD equation (Section 2.2.1).
Two exceptional events, the 2011 Texas and the 2012 Midwest droughts, are selected to examine how
the combination of atmospheric temperature and humidity together with precipitation deficit form
exceptional summer droughts. It is observed that the two cases had different atmospheric background
states during their development. While lower than normal moisture contributed mainly to the observed
high evapotranspiration demand during the early months of development of the 2011 Texas drought,
eventually the combination of both hot and dry anomalies rapidly formed an exceptionally high VPD
over the most of Texas. The anomalously high VPD in this region coincided with the exceptional drought
identified by SPI and USDM there. However, for the widespread 2012 drought, the region of the
anomalously high VPD was much more extensive than that identified as exceptional droughts by SPI
and USDM. The first signal of an extreme drought in the Midwest was evident in VPD anomaly maps
about two month earlier than with other indices. The rapid amplification and expansion of VPD
anomalies in July was due to a combination of anomalously high temperature and low moisture in the
Western and Central US, while temperature was the main contributing factor over eastern CONUS.
Clearly, in such hot and dry atmospheric conditions, considering only precipitation deficit for drought
monitoring and prediction is insufficient because it cannot capture the level of water stress. This is
critical in a warming climate as the background atmosphere also becomes drier [32]. By combining
temperature and humidity into a single quantity, VPD is found as a robust tool to monitor the background
atmospheric state preceding and during a drought event with potential to help predict drought onset and
intently in advance.
We further investigate how drought indices (e.g., SPEI and SPI) perform as droughts develop in a
given atmospheric state. Characterization of droughts based on their atmospheric state in their early stage
of development can help improve predicting how they will evolve in future. This was performed by
identifying the extreme and exceptional warm season droughts using the entire USDM record, assigning
each to a class of atmospheric state, and assessing the path that drought indices SPI and SPEI in each
class took to reach to the extreme or exceptional drought observed by USDM. The analysis suggests that
monitoring the background atmospheric state is invaluable to give insights about the timing and intensity
of drought suggested by each drought indicator. This can potentially advance the early detection of
drought and making timely decisions.
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The analysis performed here is potentially extendable to global scale by using both satellite
observations and reanalysis products. The Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) is carried on the Aqua
satellite, part of the NASA Earth Observing System [56]. Since 2002, AIRS has provided global high
quality atmospheric temperature and moisture data. With the launch of IASI on MetOp in 2006 and the
Cross-track Infrared Sounder (CrIS) on the Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership (NPP) in 2012,
and a suite of operational microwave sounders, additional sampling of atmospheric temperature and
moisture are available. Given the importance of the atmospheric background in the development and
formation of drought, creating a consistent global data record from a variety of sources is an important
logical step, which is currently underway by the authors.
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